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Foreword of the chairman
AWW is a company
to be proud of.

I am Rob Van De Velde,
Chairman of AWW, a company to be proud of.
We are a modern and successful organisation. In 2013 we
achieved exactly the same figure as in 2012: 17.5 million
euro. We are very happy with not only the financial result,
but also the way in which we achieved it.
More good news: the cities and municipalities that have
relied on us in the past have also announced that they will
continue to do so for the next twelve years.
AWW distinguishes itself from other water companies
by its focus on three target groups: industry, other water
companies and residential clients (through cities and
municipalities). Each group requires a specific approach.
AWW is therefore not a run-of-the-mill water company, but
a water production company that offers services to meet
the needs of every client.
The first two target groups were secured in past years.
We are now focusing on increasing our number of
residential clients by supplying to cities and municipalities.
We guarantee these clients the lowest price whilst
providing the cities and municipalities a high return on
their investment. This is possible due to an increase in our
volume of sales and the reduction of our company costs.
How we managed to pull that off, you will discover in this
annual report. We also have exciting news regarding new
operations in Oman. Read all about it on our website and
have a peak behind the scenes at AWW.

Rob Van De Velde,
Chairman of AWW.
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Key figures
2013

2012

Population in area served

644 919

640 401

Drinking water customers

181 583

175 644

Water remediation clients

248 736

223 823

New sewer connections

482

439

Drinking water connections

751

740

1999

2413

1.4333

1.4052

138 493 875

139 842 573

Average daily volume (in m³)

379 139

382 400

Highest daily volume (in m³)

423 587

430 171

Residential supply (in m³)

32 503 876

33 030 121

Industrial supply (in m³)

53 682 677

55 476 658

Supply to other water companies: Pidpa, De Watergroep,
TMVW and Evides (in m³)

47 305 554

46 923 577

133 492 107

135 430 356

Clients

Remediated lead connections
Low consumption rate (per m³)

Water supply
Total volume produced (in m³)

Total volume invoiced
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The market - Water for cities and municipalities
Our strengths

1. safe and reliable water
2. reduced costs
3. lowest price guarantee

1. Safe and reliable
drinking water
Lab

Volume m3
50.000.000

40.000.000

Our combination of equipment and purification techniques
is unique in Flanders, and in all of Europe for that
matter. This is thanks in part to AWW’s capabilities in
Comprehensive Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometry
(GC-GC MS) and Liquid Chromatograph-High Resolution
Mass Spectrometry (LC-HR MS). We utilise these to carry
out a complete screening of drinking, ground, surface
and waste water. (Incidentally, this screening technique
also goes above and beyond the normal standard for the
detection of unknown substances in water.)

32.503.876

0

33.030.121

10.000.000

33.266.956

20.000.000

33.622.010

Our top priority is to produce water that’s safe to drink.
In order to guarantee unwavering quality, we rely on
state-of-the-art equipment and a team of highly qualified
staff. AWW invests in both of these on an ongoing basis.
Furthermore, we uphold standards with respect to the
analysis, quality control and treatment of our water that
exceed legal requirements.

32.945.184

30.000.000

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

The graphic shows the evolution of water consumption
for cities and municipalities (2009 - 2013).

Uv disinfection in Walem
In 2013 we began preparations to introduce a UV
disinfection process at our southern production site in
Walem. This is to be the final stage of the UV-treatment
process at all AWW drinking water facilities, providing
protection against giardia and cryptosporidium.
This creates a second stage in the disinfection process
used in our production chains.
The UV facility will enter use in 2014.
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The market - Water for cities and municipalities

2. Lowered costs

• Increased productivity for distribution:

AWW keeps a very close eye on its costs at all levels of
the organisation. As a result, we have been able to lower
our costs by 6 percent over the past 5 years, in spite
of a rate of inflation of 13 percent. Below you can read
about the measures undertaken by AWW in 2013 towards
achieving this.

Our distribution department has done everything in its
power to increase the returns garnered by its teams. The
result: productivity has increased to a level of 94.3 percent.
Measures undertaken include placing a focus on work
planning, transport of equipment and introducing a high
level of automation with laptops in company cars.

• Increased efficiency:

• Productivity increase for production:

- Client telephone support continues as an internal
service. This is considerably more cost-effective than
outsourcing the activity.
- We have been able to lower sales costs by 630,000
euro in contrast with the previous year. This is the result
of 3 targeted actions.
- Lowered printing costs as a result of the use of email for
sending invoices and meter letters
- Less free water as a result of checking client details
- Higher collection of fixed costs as a result of checking
the number of residential units.

• Saving on requisition dossiers:
We saved 1,507,145 euro on requisition dossiers thanks to
allowances in the negotiation procedure. We also made
arrangements to ensure compliance with the new public
procurement law (which was no easy task).
The most important dossier of 2013? Without a doubt
that of the wind turbines for our northern and southern
production sites. Installing the windmills stands to save
approximately 1 million euro on our energy costs.

Our production costs have fallen by 6 percent, which equates
to a saving of 550,000 euro. This was achieved as a result of
paying additional attention to the operational costs of energy,
chemicals, sludge processing, mechanical and electrical
activities. In addition to this, our workshops have produced
new treatment plants for Induss in record time.

3. Lowest price guarantee
AWW has always provided its drinking water at a low
price. But as of 2020 we will be able to go as far as to
guarantee our clients the lowest price. This is possible
due to increased sales volumes and the reduction of our
operating costs. Residential clients will now receive the
lowest price, guaranteed, and municipalities and cities
will receive a high return on investment. Which makes
it very attractive for municipalities to choose us as their
supplier of drinking water. In order to bring attention to our
strengths, we launched the campaign ‘Zet de schaar in
uw waterfactuur’ (‘Slash your water bill’). The municipality
of Boechout was the first to avail of our new guarantee: as
of 2020, they will rely on water-link to be their supplier of
drinking water for the district of Vremde.
Other municipalities and cities have also shown interest
already.
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The market - Water for industry
AWW and Induss are always seeking competitive industrial solutions. We not
only supply water to these clients, but also take on activities that don’t relate
directly to their core business.

Volume m3
70.000.000
60.000.000
50.000.000

40.000.000

55.476.658

53.682.677

0

57.243.950

10.000.000

66.781.995

20.000.000

60.178.849

30.000.000

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

The graphic shows the evolution of water consumption
for the industry (2009 - 2013).

	
  

Induss II: Design drawing for the new RO skid,
with a view of the two feed pumps.

Induss II: expansion
In the harbour of Ghent, the Induss II facility has been
expanded from 210 m3/h to 300 m³/h and now boasts 4
production lines instead of 3.
Reasons for expansion:
• to answer the increased demand from existing clients
• to create the possibility of connecting new clients
• to safeguard reliability of supply

The expansion of the facility took place without stopping
production.
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Induss II: Design drawing of the new reverse
osmosis (RO) skid.
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The market - Water for industry
Commissioning the Induss IV

Sustainable business

In June, Induss IV was put into operation at the site of the
Ostend’s chemical manufacturing company Proviron.

Sustainability is still high on the agenda for Induss.
Induss I has attained the certificate for Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) from the province of Antwerp.

	
  

Induss: internationalisation
Induss has already bagged its first overseas contract.
We have made a preliminary study for the establishment
of industrial zones in the harbour of Duqm in Oman. We
have also established contact with prospective clients in
Ukraine, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.
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Induss II has attained the certificate for general
environmental policy and specific environmental
achievements from the province of East Flanders.
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The market - Water for other water companies
Our growing volume of sales is partially down to long-term contracts with
Vivaqua and with Aquaduct partners TMVW and De Watergroep. As of 2019,
we will see substantial growth with respect to supply. Additional supplies are
already planned for TMVW between 2013 and 2018.

New supply pipe

Volume m3
50.000.000

40.000.000

46.923.577

47.305.554

0

44.633.075

10.000.000

42.772.825

20.000.000

40.753.483

30.000.000

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Our first supply pipe connects our South production centre
with the TMVW pumping station in Buggenhout. Since
September, our new station has pumped water not only
to Buggenhout but also to the Willebroek water tower
(PIDPA). In 2013, we supplied a total of 39.2 million m3
to TMVW, an increase of 1.5 million m3 compared to the
previous year.

The graphic shows the evolution of water consumption
for other water companies (2009 - 2013).

New factory
A new treatment line will be commissioned in Walem by
late 2016 as a result of the Aquaduct contract. It will have a
capacity of 150,000 m3 a day. This modern treatment unit
– that will replace the old line – will be less labour-intensive
and guarantee optimal water quality.
As part of the same project, we are converting the storage
reservoir in Eekhoven into a reservoir for untreated water.
This will increase our reserve capacity significantly.

Compliance with Evides
standards
We have seen to it that the quality of our water meets the
standards of the Dutch company Evides. We have done so
with the introduction of UV treatment and the reduction of
free chlorine in our North production centre.
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The market - rio-link
Transparent finances
• Revenues and expenditures relating to sewers have
been centralised within rio-link since early 2013.
This has increased the autonomy of the organisation
and in turn allowed for an increase in the financial
transparency of our organisation as a whole.

• Rio-link keeps a separate budget for all municipalities
and cities. This means they can be sure that the water
treatment tax paid by their citizens is actually being
invested in their municipalities and cities.

In 2013, a large number of municipalities and cities raised
the water treatment tax to the maximum amount.

Municipal water treatment tax on 01/01/2014 (€/m2)

Antwerpen
Boechout
Edegem
Hemiksem
Hove
Kalmthout
Kapellen
Kontich
Mortsel
Ranst
Schoten

0,00
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De markt - rio-link

Carefully considered
investments
• In 2013, rio-link invested more than 34 million euro in
new sewers. The majority of these were built in the city
of Antwerp.

• In the period spanning 2014–2019, rio-link will make
almost 211 million euro available for new investments.
This represents 66 percent of the estimated revenues
from the water treatment tax (298 million euro).

Investments

23%

9%

Vision
Exploitation
Customers and Management
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The market - rio-link
Vision
We must see to it that the sewers can continue to drain off rainwater now and in
the future. This won’t be an easy task. The consequences of climate change are
becoming increasingly evident. As are the effects of the concretisation of our
cities and municipalities.

If we want to protect companies and residential homes at
peak times, we must:

Rio-link is supporting its clients on this issue by:

• invest in the buffer capacity of our sewer systems

• drawing up rainwater plans

• take water capacity into account in spatial planning

• developing subdivision regulations
• supporting the municipal building code

	
  

Rio-link has built a municipal sewer database for all municipalities which can be consulted for free using the webviewer.
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The market - rio-link
Communication
Rio-link is committed to maintaining good communication
with municipalities and cities.

In 2013, we launched a brand new website. The target
audience includes but is not limited to citizens, companies
and architects.

In 2014 we will make a further investment in
communication, including:
• the launch of an extranet for municipalities

On www.rio-link.be they can now find information
concerning the sewer system of their municipality or city.
They can also use the site to submit a message or request
a new connection.
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• the expansion of our webviewer to include new functions
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Human Resources
Energy boost

Engagement

Our internal organisation is firing on all cylinders. In no
time at all, we have gone from bureaucratic to agile, from
the 130-year-old ‘Antwerp Waterworks’ to the fresh and
new ‘water-link’. We have a new lease of life thanks to new
developments such as the insourcing of client telephone
support and the construction of a UV treatment facility.
Not to mention our new pumping station, sludge
processing capabilities and innovative projects towards
extending our supply and distribution networks across
the city. We are also investing a great deal of energy in
internal efficiency.

Another secret to the success of our organisation is
the promotion of an environment of rest, relaxation and
stability. Our employees know that they are assured of a
high level of job security. We promote an atmosphere of
mutual congeniality and employees are given opportunities
to celebrate their achievements. In 2013, employees
gained a further benefit with the introduction of our health
policy.
Last but not least, our fundraising activities are received
very positively. And the resulting solidarity typifies our
company.

Our guiding principle? ‘Do the right things’ as opposed to
simply ‘doing things right’. We can’t work much harder,
but we can work smarter. So far this approach has yielded
fantastic and satisfying results.

A sense of responsibility
AWW has evolved to a horizontal organisational
structure. This has given us a range of working groups,
not necessarily limited by departmental boundaries.
All employees exhibit a high level of engagement,
collaboration, responsibility and trust – which have no
doubt been the qualities that have seen us perform so well
in 2013. We believe that teamwork is just as indispensable
in in business as it is in sports: everyone contributes to the
final score.
In our organisation we attach a lot of importance to the
creation of opportunities for our employees. We are
firmly committed to offering training and opportunities for
career development within the company. Further stimuli
for personal evolution and general participation within
the company include our system of monthly rewards for
improvement proposals, the lunch meetings attended
by the management team and employees from different
departments, and the development of a sustainable safety
culture.
It also doesn’t hurt to have the added motivation of a
performance bonus. Our employees achieved four of
the five group objectives in 2013 and all received a nice
productivity bonus in return.
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About AWW
Management
Compostion Executive Board, Executive Comittee, Management, Auditor

Executive Board
• Rob Van de Velde: Chairman
• Philip Heylen: Deputy Chairman
• Samuel Markowitz: Secretary
Other members:
Bruno Byl, Fernand Bossaerts, Karin De Clerck-Verbiest (until 19 December 2013), Veerle D’Haene, Vicky Dombret, André
Gantman, Koen Metsu, Jan Oerlemans, Patrick Paredaens, Mik Renders, Wouter Rombouts, Ronny Sabo, Tjerk Sekeris,
Luc Thiessen, Ludo Van Campenhout, Marleen Van den Eynde, Jan Van der Vloet, Frederic van Haaren, Ludo Van Reusel,
An Van Ruyssevelt (until 19 december 2013), Lieve Voets, Robert Voorhamme and Peter Wouters
Member with advisory vote: Pieter Van der Veken

Executive Committee
•
•
•
•
•

Rob Van de Velde: Chairman
Philip Heylen: Deputy Chairman
Samuel Markowitz: Secretary
Robert Voorhamme
Karin De Clerck-Verbiest (until 19 December 2013)

Management
•
•
•
•

Ivan Geilenkotten: CEO
Johan Cornelis: Director of Marketing and Sales
Koen De Schutter: Director of Finances
Ann Van Houcke: Director of Human Resources

Auditor
Grant Thornton Auditors,
represented by Paul De Weerdt
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Contact and information
AWW
Company number: 0204.923.881
Legal form: representative association
Production of drinking water: certified in accordance with ISO 9000
Lab: recognised and accredited in accordance with EN 17025

Headquarters
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerp

Any questions?
Contact us online:
http://aww.water-link.be/zelf-regelen
Or call us 078 35 35 09
Website: www.water-link.be

For urgent matters
Call +32 3 244 05 44 (always available)

Rio-link
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerp
Telephone: +32 78 35 35 09
Email: klant@rio-link.be
Website: www.rio-link.be

Induss
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerp
Website: www.induss.eu
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